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Setting Standards for Statistical Sampling in Auditing

John C. Broderick
Arthur Young & Co.
Auditors welcome the existence of the ten generally accepted auditing
standards ( G A A S ) and the Statements on A u d i t i n g Standards. These auditing
standards and authoritative interpretations ensure order i n the tasks they perform.
A m o n g other things, G A A S require that examinations of financial statements be
performed w i t h due professional care by persons having adequate technical training, proficiency, and independence of mental attitude; that examinations be
properly planned and supervised; that examinations include a study and evaluation of internal accounting controls; and that sufficient competent evidential
matter be obtained to provide a reasonable basis for an opinion on the financial
statements. Thus, G A A S provide an auditor w i t h the framework for selecting
and applying auditing procedures.
Importance of Judgment
T h e selection of specific procedures is largely a matter of judgment. I n any
particular audit engagement, judgment w i l l be influenced by a number of
matters; matters such as the nature and the problems of the business whose
financial statements are being examined, the quality and effectiveness of the
business' accounting procedures and internal accounting controls, and the materiality of the various items being considered. A n auditor must also exercise
judgment i n determining the extent of auditing procedures, i n choosing a
method for selecting items to be examined, and i n evaluating the audit significance of matters that come to his attention d u r i n g the examination. Exercise
of judgment is at the heart of auditing.
Statistical Techniques as an A i d to Judgment
In the early 1960s, auditors began to explore the potential advantages of using
statistical sampling techniques to aid them i n m a k i n g audit judgments: i n
determining the extent of their audit tests, i n selecting their test items, and i n
quantifying their test results. Since those early explorations, statistical sampling
as an audit technique has received increasing attention, as evidenced by Statement
on A u d i t i n g Procedure N o . 54, which contained two lengthy appendices devoted
to the use of statistical sampling i n auditing. These appendices n o w appear i n
Sections 320A and 320B of Statement on A u d i t i n g Standards N o . 1. Witness
also the number of articles on the subject i n The Journal of Accountancy, The
Accounting Review, and The Internal Auditor.
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Most auditors agree that statistical sampling can be an effective audit tool.
Many, however, feel uncomfortable i n m a k i n g the decisions essential i n applying
it. Thus, it is only natural that they look to others for help. They seek advice
as to which sampling methods are most appropriate for various types of audit
tests. F o r example, they ask whether they should use the same statistical method
for tests of compliance with internal controls as they would use for tests of
financial statement items. They seek advice i n choosing statistical criteria for
their tests: they want to know what confidence levels they should use
and what sampling precision their tests should produce. Auditors first looked
to mathematicians and statisticians for help. W h o else they reasoned would be
more qualified to give advice on the application of statistical sampling? Often,
auditors were disappointed w i t h the advice they received. Part of the disappointment resulted from a lack of in-depth understanding of audit objectives by the
mathematicians and statisticians; part resulted from a lack of understanding of
the meaning of sampling results by the auditors. I suspect, however, that a more
significant part of the disappointment resulted from what the auditors believed
to be overly conservative recommendations by the statistical experts. Auditors
who followed the criteria suggested by the experts often found that the sample
sizes needed to meet such criteria were larger than they expected them to be.
Many auditors believed that the use of statistical sampling i n auditing would
produce dramatic reductions i n the number of items they would have to examine.
As a result of their disappointment w i t h the advice from the statistical
experts, some auditors began to establish their o w n sampling criteria. A l l too
often, the bases for these criteria were intuitive ones. A s a result, undue weight
was given to sample size considerations (the "magic numbers") and insufficient
weight was given to test objectives.
A Search for Standards
Many auditors have naturally turned to the accounting profession i n the
hope that the profession would establish standards. T h e demands upon the profession have, i n my opinion, been too narrowly directed. I see, for example,
little demand for guidance material designed to provide the auditor w i t h a good
understanding of the role of statistical sampling i n auditing. Rather, I sense
a desire for standards w h i c h may be a substitute for judgment i n the decision
making process. Auditors are asking the profession to specify numerical criteria
as to what is an acceptable sampling precision and what is an acceptable confidence level for audit tests. T o the extent that these persons want standards
that specify a single precision value and a single confidence level appropriate
for all tests, I am troubled. I don't believe such standards can or should be
established. The arbitrary choice of the same sampling precision and the same
confidence level for all tests is inappropriate. In some cases the choice w i l l be
too conservative, causing wasted audit effort; i n other cases the choice w i l l not
be conservative enough, creating unwanted and unnecessary risk. If, on the
other hand, standards developed by the profession further auditors' understanding of applicable statistical techniques and, as our generally accepted
auditing standards do, provide a framework within which auditors can apply
their judgment, I w i l l welcome them.
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Precision and Confidence Level
I have referred several times to the expressions sampling precision and
confidence level, and because they often imply different things to different people,
let me describe to you m y understanding of their meaning.
W h e n I use statistical sampling for an audit test, m y purpose is to obtain
a reasonable estimate of the true condition of a group of items. T h i s may, for
example, be i n terms of the rate of compliance with a particular element of
internal control, or it may be i n terms of the value of an account balance. By
examining a sample of items selected from the group, I expect to be able to
reach a reliable audit conclusion about the condition of all the items i n the group.
Whenever I examine only some of the items i n a group, there are two
consequences:
1. I cannot determine the exact condition of all of the items; I can only
estimate the condition.
2. I cannot be sure that my estimate is 100 percent reliable.
I can, however, determine the probability that my estimate is w i t h i n any
specified range of the true rate or value. F o r example, I may be able to conclude that there is a 95 percent chance that the actual percentage rate of
compliance with an element of internal control is within a range of two percentage points on either side of the rate of compliance contained i n my
sample. That is, the true rate may be higher or lower than the sample rate but
there is a 95 percent chance that it is w i t h i n the specified range. T o the 95
percent chance referred to above I w i l l give the name "confidence level"; to the
range within which I believe the true rate lies, the name "confidence interval";
to one-half of that range, the name "sampling precision." If there is a 95 percent
chance that the specified range contains the true rate there is also a five percent
chance that the true rate is outside the range. T o this five percent chance I w i l l
give the name "statistical risk."
The notions of confidence level and sampling precision are inseparable.
One can never express the confidence level for an estimate without specifying
the related sampling precision. T h u s , because they are inseparable, any guidelines for choosing confidence levels must necessarily include guidelines for
sampling precision. Recognizing this, let me illustrate h o w guidelines might
be developed.
Developing Guidelines
Because an auditor's choice of a confidence level and sampling precision
w i l l influence the size of the sample he must examine, he must be sensitive to
the increased cost of auditing when high confidence levels or narrow sampling
precision are used. But a drive for efficiency becomes a fault if it interferes w i t h
the application of due professional care and inhibits the auditor i n his undertaking to obtain adequate competent evidential matter. T h e fact is that different
statistical techniques and different audit situations call for different sample sizes.
Sample sizes must be sufficiently large to produce meaningful results i n terms
of test objectives. A n auditor who uses smaller samples than circumstances
require may as a consequence fail to detect material errors. O n the other hand,
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he may conclude that error rates are greater than i n fact they are, or that account balances are misstated when i n fact they are fairly stated. T h e confidence
level guidelines shown i n the table below when applied with sampling precision
guidelines described later should enable the auditor to effectively determine the
sample size he needs to accomplish his test objective.
Preliminary Evaluation of Internal Controls
W e a k or
Nonexistent

Excellent

Fair

Range of confidence levels for
tests of compliance with internal
controls

95%
to
99%

90%
to
95%

None
required

Range of confidence levels for
tests of account balances i f preliminary evaluation of internal
controls is confirmed by compliance tests

90%
(or less if
appropriate*)

95%
to
99%

97.5%
to
99%

* I n certain situations, where the results of all related audit procedures indicate that a high
degree of reliance may be placed on internal control, it may be appropriate to use a confidence level as low as 80% for tests of account balances.

T h e guidelines i n the table recognize that the choice of confidence level for
an audit test should be related to the degree of reliance the auditor intends to
place o n elements of a client's system of internal control and to the importance
of the test w i t h regard to the fairness of the financial statements.
Some auditors believe that when their preliminary evaluations indicate that
the applicable elements of internal control are excellent, their tests of compliance
w i t h those elements need not be extensive. Consequently, they choose lower
confidence levels for the tests. O n l y when the elements of control appear to be
weak do they choose high confidence levels.
T h e guidelines presented i n the table above reflect a different philosophy.
They assume that i f an auditor's preliminary evaluation indicates that internal
control elements are excellent he w i l l intend to place a high degree of reliance
on them. Thus, he w i l l want to have a h i g h degree of assurance that the elements
to be relied upon have i n fact functioned effectively. T o attain a high degree of
assurance, he must perform relatively extensive tests of compliance. If the preliminary evaluation indicates that the applicable internal control elements are
only fair, an auditor w i l l nevertheless tend to place some degree of reliance on
them. If he decides to do so, he w i l l perform tests of compliance i n order to
satisfy himself that the intended degree of reliance is justified. Since the extent
of reliance is to be lower, the tests may be less extensive. W h e n the preliminary
evaluation indicates that the applicable internal control elements are weak or
nonexistent, an auditor w i l l be unable to rely on internal controls. Consequently,
he need not perform tests of compliance. I n this situation he w i l l concentrate
audit effort on tests of account balances and other types of procedure.
T h e required extent of tests of account balances w i l l usually vary inversely
with the degree of reliance the auditor places on internal controls. If an auditor
has concluded that internal controls are strong and have functioned effectively,
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he w i l l expect that there w i l l be fewer (and often smaller) errors i n the accounts.
T h u s , he may decide that he can appropriately reduce the extent of his tests of
account balances. Conversely, i f internal controls are weak, or i f the auditor
wishes for other reasons to concentrate audit effort on tests of account balances,
these tests should ordinarily be more extensive than they would be i f he were
relying more on internal controls.
Setting Confidence Levels
The confidence levels I have illustrated are relatively high, compared with
those recommended by some other auditors. Some consider it appropriate to use
confidence levels as low as 50 or 60 percent for tests of account balances. They
justify this by combining two types of risk. They assert that most systems of
internal accounting control provide some degree of protection against the occurrence of material accounting errors. If their evaluation indicates that the elements
of internal control are excellent, they believe the chance that a material accounting
error w i l l have occurred is i n itself probably very low. They further believe that,
based on their evaluation of the elements of internal control, they can assign a
numerical reliability level to "internal accounting control and other relevant
factors." In other words, they feel that they can quantify the risk that a material
accounting error w i l l have occurred. They then maintain that they can combine
this subjectively determined risk with the "statistical r i s k " used for their tests
of account balances to determine their overall audit risk. Quantifying the discussion, an auditor may intuitively believe that the risk that a material error has
occurred is, say, five percent. In view of this, he should be w i l l i n g to accept a
risk of, say, 40 percent that his tests of accounts balances w i l l be reliable, and
therefore he should use a 60 percent confidence level. H e should be w i l l i n g to
use the lower confidence level because the combined risk that a material accounting error w i l l have occurred and that the error w i l l not be detected by the test
is the product of the two risks—i.e., five percent times 40 percent or two percent.
T h i s process may be mathematically correct and the concept of joint risk
may indeed be a factor to consider. T h e sticking point is that the first risk
included i n this equation (that a material accounting error w i l l have occurred
at all) is a subjectively determined one. T h i s may be a correct determination
but the auditor cannot be sure it is a correct one. In fact, i n any particular situation, a material accounting error either has occurred or has not occurred (the
actual risk is either zero or 100 percent). T h e average or overall risk is not the
controlling factor. If a material accounting error has i n fact occurred, the risk
of failing to detect it is the specific risk assumed for the specific test designed to
detect the specific type of error.
N o w I do not intend to downplay the importance of controls. Auditors
should recognize that the better the accounting controls, the smaller the chance
that material errors w i l l occur. Certainly this should have a bearing on their
choice of confidence levels and of auditing procedures. Indeed, the condition of
controls plays a significant part i n my illustration of guidelines for confidence
levels. I believe, however, it is imprudent to rely on a subjectively determined
numerical evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control to justify assuming
an unduly high risk i n audit tests, especially tests of material account balances.
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Relationships of Confidence Levels and Precision
Earlier, I stated that the notions of confidence levels and sampling precision
are inseparable and that guidelines for choosing confidence levels must necessarily
include guidelines for sampling precision. T o illustrate the relationship between
confidence levels and sampling precision, assume that the results of his sampling
permit an auditor to be 9 5 % confident that the true value of an account balance
is w i t h i n a range of $50,000 on either side of the value estimated from his sample.
If the auditor does not feel the 95 percent confidence level is high enough, he
can easily reevaluate his sampling results at a higher confidence level, say 99
percent. If he does this however, he must be w i l l i n g to accept a sampling precision of more than $50,000. Increasing the confidence level for an estimate
w i l l always widen the sampling precision of the estimate unless additional items
are selected and examined.
Statistical risk depends upon both the confidence level and sampling precision of the estimate. T h e risk an auditor assumes when he uses statistical
sampling for a test of financial statement items may be described as:
1. T h e risk of concluding that a fairly stated financial statement item
is misstated and
2. T h e risk of concluding that a misstated
is fairly stated.

financial

statement item

A n auditor can control magnitude of these risks by his choice of confidence
level and sampling precision. T o illustrate this, assume an auditor is using what
is called estimation sampling; he is attempting to estimate the true value of a
financial statement item. In evaluating his sampling results, he w i l l generally
consider the financial statement item being tested to be fairly stated i f the book
value of the item lies within the confidence interval of his estimate. If the book
value lies outside the confidence interval he w i l l have reason to believe that the
book value is misstated. If the financial statement item being tested is i n fact
correct, what is the chance that its book value w i l l lie w i t h i n the confidence
interval of the auditor's estimate; what is the chance that it w i l l be outside the
confidence interval? The chance is determined by the confidence level. If an
auditor uses a 90 percent confidence level for his test, there is a 90 percent
chance that a correct value w i l l lie w i t h i n the confidence interval and a ten
percent chance that it w i l l lie outside the confidence interval. Thus, when the
estimate is made w i t h a 90 percent confidence level there is a ten percent chance
that the auditor w i l l conclude that the correct value is misstated. T h e consequence
of this conclusion w i l l generally be that the auditor w i l l expend additional and
unnecessary audit effort to satisfy himself that the financial statement item is i n
fact fairly stated. T h e consequences could be more significant if he were to
propose an adjustment to the balance when i n fact no adjustment is appropriate.
Risk of Accepting a Misstated A m o u n t
The
stated is
precision
interval.

risk of concluding that a misstated financial statement item is fairly
controlled by the auditor's choice of sampling precision. Sampling
was defined earlier as an amount equal to one-half the confidence
If the sampling precision of an estimate is extremely wide, not only
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w i l l a correct value lie w i t h i n the confidence interval, but a misstated value may
also lie within the interval. If the misstatement is slight the auditor might not
be concerned. However, i f the misstatement is large, as, say, the smallest amount
considered to be material to the financial statements (which I shall refer to as a
material amount) the auditor must be concerned. H i s sampling plan must be
designed so as to limit the risk of accepting a financial statement item that is
misstated by a material amount.
Even though a conservative (high) confidence level is chosen for a test,
the risk of accepting a material misstatement i n a financial statement item w i l l
be high i f the sampling precision achieved is wide. Some auditor's choose to
make their estimates w i t h sampling precision equal to a material amount. If
they do this, there is a 50 percent chance that a book value which is misstated
by exactly a material amount w i l l lie w i t h i n the confidence interval of their
estimate and thus be accepted. T h i s w o u l d occur regardless of the confidence
level used to make the estimate. If, on the other hand, the sampling precision
achieved is equal to one-half a material amount, the risk that the book value
w i l l lie w i t h i n the confidence interval of the estimate is only one-half the statistical risk, i.e., one-half the difference between the confidence level used and
100 percent.
Thus, i f the sampling precision of an estimate is equal to one-half a material
amount at a 90 percent confidence level, the risk of failing to detect a material
misstatement i n the account would be five percent. O f course, i f the misstatement
were by more than a material amount, the risk would lessen.
Low Confidence Levels
In an earlier illustration I stated that I d i d not agree w i t h auditors who
would use a 50 or 60 percent confidence level for their testing of financial statement items. If the sampling precision of their estimates at these l o w confidence
levels were extremely narrow however, say, one-third to one-quarter of a material
amount, I would be less inclined to disagree w i t h their choice of confidence
levels. Sampling results w i t h as narrow a sampling precision as that would
provide an auditor w i t h good protection against failing to detect a material misstatement. However, I must still recognize that the choice of a low confidence
level means that I increase my chance of rejecting the fairly stated balance even
though my sampling precision is small.
Concluding Observations
The only practical way for an auditor to adequately ensure against the two
risks described above is to use adequate sample sizes. A n y attempt to minimize
unduly the size of the sample w i l l result i n undue exposure to one or both
risks. T o illustrate, small samples generally produce estimates having one of the
following sets of characteristics:
a. A high confidence level and wide sampling precision.
b. A l o w confidence level and narrow sampling precision.
c. A l o w confidence level and wide sampling precision.
A comparison of the relative risks with each of these sampling results may be
shown as follows:
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Sampling result
a. H i g h confidence level
and wide precision
b.

L o w confidence level
and narrow precision

c. L o w confidence level
and wide precision

Risk of accepting
a material misstatement

Risk of rejecting
a fairly stated
balance

high

low

low

high

high

high

Thus, auditors should attempt to design their sampling plans to yield relatively narrow precision at relatively high confidence levels. A n earlier table
illustrated guidelines for confidence levels, and my discussion above demonstrates
that a desirable guideline for sampling precision is that it be no greater than
one-half a material amount.
In my view, current applications of statistical sampling techniques i n accounting and auditing are limited compared w i t h what we can expect i n the
future. However, new techniques must be developed; our practice w i l l demand
them. F o r example, the sophistication of computerized accounting systems w i l l
place great demands upon our ability to capture and audit data. A statistical
sampling capability w i l l be an important key to our success i n auditing such
systems effectively and efficiently. W e must strive to build that statistical
sampling capability on a strong foundation. T h e building blocks of the foundation w i l l be the long-standing, mathematically sound sampling techniques; the
mortar that binds the blocks must be an understanding of the techniques. Intuitive applications of statistical sampling techniques are dangerous; they can
only weaken the foundation and i n the long r u n cause it to fall i n r u i n .
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